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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
Jurisdiction is conferred on the court pursuant to Utah Code 
Ann.§ 78-2a-3(2)(d)(Supp. 1992), whereby the Court of Appeals has 
jurisdiction over appeals from a final order in misdemeanor offense 
in the Circuit Court. 
RULES, STATUTES AND CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
The pertinent parts of the following rules, statutes and 
constitutional provisions are provided in Addendum A: 
Utah Code Ann. § 41-6-150.10 
Utah Code Ann. § 53A-13-103 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-5-102.6 (1992); 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-5-102 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-1-106 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-10-305 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(d) 
Amendment V, United States Constitution 
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Amendment XIV, United States Constitution 
Article I, §§ 7 and 14, Utah Constitution 
Article V,§ 1, Utah Constitution 
STATEMENT OP THE ISSUE AND STAKDARD OF REVIEW 
POINT I. Whether the statutory definition of "throws fecal 
material or anv other substance or object at a peace or 
correctional11 includes spitting at an officer? 
POINT II. Whether interpreting Utah Code Annotated 576-5-102.6 is 
unconstitutional vague when applied to the act of spitting at a 
correctional officer? 
Standard of Review: 
Issues of statutory construction and constitutionality are 
reviewed for correction of error. State v. Seroente, 768 P.2d 994 
(Utah App. 1989)
 f Greenwood v. Citv of North Salt Lake, 817 P.2d 
816 (Utah 1991). 
STATEMENT OF CASE AND NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
Mr. Paul concurs in the appellee's Statement of the Case. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Mr. Paul concurs in the appellee's Statement of the Facts. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
POINT I. Whether the statutory definition of "throws fecal 
material or any other substance or object at a peace or 
correctional" includes spitting at an officer? 
Rules of statutory construction require that the plain meaning 
be applied statutory terms. The common meaning of throwing is to 
propel an object through the air with an arm. The act of spitting 
is commonly known as ejecting something from the mouth. The 
average person differentiates between throwing and spitting . 
Therefore, the plain meaning of throwing does not encompass the act 
2 
)i spitting, for the criminal act of assault on a correctional 
>fficer. 
Lesser known rules of statutory construction require that 
interpretation of the phrase "fecal material or any other 
substance" not include saliva. When a statute includes specific 
terms, such as "fecal material," that term overrides the general 
language, such as "any other substance." In the alternative, "any 
other substance" should be read together with the terms "fecal 
material." Such a reading of the statute would exclude saliva, as 
saliva in no way fits within the definition of "fecal." 
POINT II. Whether interpreting Utah Code Annotated §76-5-102.6 is 
unconstitutional vacrue when applied to the act of spitting at a 
correctional officer? 
Statutes must be drafted "with sufficient definiteness 
that ordinary people can understand what conduct is prohibited in 
and manner that does not encourage arbitrary and discriminatory 
enforcement." Kolender v. Lawson. 461 U.S. 352, 357, 103 S.Ct. 
1855, 1858, 75 L.Ed.2d 903 (1983) . As applied to the alleged facts 
here the statutory language is over-broad and vague. The state's 
attempted application of the charge of Assault on a Correctional 
Officer to the alleged act of spitting at an officer violates Mr. 
Paul's constitutional right to due process of law. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I. Whether the statutory definition of "throws fecal 
material or any other substance or object at a peace or 
correctional" includes spitting at an officer? 
Generally, ,f [s] tatutory terms should be interpreted and 
applied according to their commonly accepted meaning." State v. 
3 
w^m.a, 205 UAR 35, (Utah App. 1993). Statutory construction is 
also guided by the doctrines of expressio unius est exclusio 
alterius, noscitur a sociis, and ejusdem generis. The doctrine of 
"expressio unius est exclusio alterius" is defined in Black's Law 
Dictionary as 
Expressio unius est exclusio alterius. A maxim of 
statutory interpretation meaning that the expression of 
one thing is the exclusion of another. Mention of one 
thing is the exclusion of another. When certain persons 
or things are specified in a law, contract, or will, an 
intention to exclude all others from its operation may be 
inferred. Under this maxim, if a statute specifies one 
exception to a general rule or assumes to specify the 
effects of a certain provision, other exceptions or 
effects are excluded. 
(citations omitted) . Further assistance in determining the meaning 
of Utah Code § 76-5-102.6 can be found in Heathman v. Giles, 374 
P.2d 839 (Utah 1962). The Utah Supreme Court set forth the 
following explanation and reasoning, 
The rule of noscitur a sociis, literally "it is known 
from its associates," requires that the meaning of 
doubtful words or phrases be determined in light of and 
take their character from the associated words or 
phrases. Sutherland in his treatise on Statutory 
Construction states: "* * * where two or more words are 
grouped together and ordinarily have a words of similar 
meaning, but are not equally comprehensive, the general 
words will be limited and qualified by the special 
words." 
Another closely relates rule which is universally 
accepted as valid is that of ejusdem generis, meaning "of 
the same kind," which rule is that: when general words or 
terms follow specific ones, the general must be 
understood as applying to things of the same kind as the 
specific. 
****** 
Common sense and experience teach that when a group of 
related things are specifically enumerated, the mind is 
focused upon that class of things, and that the 
inadvertent omission and to include like things of the 
same class. In accord with this is the fact that if the 
broadest meaning of the general expression were intended, 
4 
it would have been sufficient by itself without any use 
of the specific terms. 
g. at 840. Judicial application of these doctrines is necessary 
,o insure that statutes are not unconstitutionally vague. See 
State v. Serpente, 768 P.2d 994, 996-997 (Utah App. 1989) ("rules of 
statutory construction demand that words be interpreted according 
to their plain meaning unless the context justifies a different 
interpretation"): In re J.L.S.. 610 P.2d 1294, 1295-1296 (Utah 
1980). 
Considering these rules the statutory construction of the 
language, ..."Any prisoner who throws fecal material or any other 
substance or object at a peace or correctional officer is guilty of 
a class A misdemeanor" does not apply to the allegation that Mr. 
Paul spit at Jailer John B. Byrge. Mr. Paul takes issue with the 
State's defining spitting as throwing and the inclusion of saliva 
in the phrase "fecal material or any other substance of object." 
The average person describing the action of throwing would 
probably describe the use of an arm to propel something through the 
air, as does Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary.1 (See addendum B) 
As the state has pointed out the term "throw" has many common 
applications, however, rarely will the average person say, "She 
threw saliva from her mouth." On the other hand, the average 
person would describe the action of ejecting saliva from one's 
1
 The first entry in the Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary 
is: "Throw: 1 a: to propel through the air by a forward motion of 
the hand and arm <~ a baseball>." The dictionary provides 16 other 
variations of the definition of throw illustrating that 
dictionaries often contain definitions that are not common usage. 
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...wnuii as spitting, as does Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary. 
(See addendum B) Had the legislature intended the statute to apply 
the spitting a more specific list of behaviors should have been 
included. 
Utah Code Ann. §76-5-102.6 is an enhancement provision of §76-
5-102 and thus, the two must be read in conjunction. Utah Code 
Ann. §76-5-102 defines assault as 
(a) an attempt, with unlawful force or 
violence, to do bodily injury to another; 
(b) a threat, accompanied by a show of 
immediate force or violence, to do bodily 
injury to another; or 
(c) an act, committed with unlawful force or 
violence, that causes or creates a substantial 
risk of bodily injury to another. 
The state's inclusion of spitting within the language of Utah Code 
Ann. §76-5-102.6 ignores the required element of "bodily injury.'1 
Even with the health fears there is no evidence that spitting at 
someone creates a risk of bodily injury. 
The State supports its position by citing Utah Code Ann. §41-
6-150.1, §53A-13-103, and §76-10-305, all involving the use of the 
word "throw." Statutes providing for the use mud flaps and 
protective eyewear (§41-6-150.1, §53A-13-103) are not criminal 
provisions of the Utah Code. As set forth in §76-1-106 statutory 
construction in criminal provisions "shall be construed according 
to the fair import of their terms to promote justice..." This is 
a higher standard and the language must be clearer to provide 
notice that an act is criminal. 
"Throw" is also used in the statutory definition of Infernal 
Machine, Utah Code Ann. §76-10-305. The State supports it's 
6 
irgument by taking the words "throw forth" out of context, from a 
rery specific and detailed list of items constituting an infernal 
levice.2 The degree of specificity and the language on either side 
Df the phrase "to throw forth" in this definition provides the 
reader with notice that the statute is to include many types of 
devices. It is this lack of specificity and additional language 
that demonstrates that §76-5-102.6 was not intended to encompass 
the act of spitting in the definition of Assault on a Correctional 
Officer. 
The State contends that the trial court applied the limited 
interpretation of "throw," as used in the statute, to mean only "to 
propel with your arm." (State's brief, p.6) The trial court's 
statements must be read in context to avoid an oversimplification 
of the ruling. Judge Fuchs said, "I don't think that there's 
anybody who would interpret the word "throw" to mean spitting. I 
think if the legislature meant for spitting to be covered, they 
could have said throw or propel or some other word to clarify what 
was meant." (Motion Tr. 9, 10)(See addendum C). 
2
 Utah Code Ann. 76-10-305 "Infernal Machine" defined: 
An infernal machine is any box, package, 
contrivance, bomb, or apparatus containing or 
arranged with an explosive or acid or 
poisonous or inflammable substance, chemical, 
or compound, or knife, loaded pistol or gun, 
or other dangerous or harmful weapon or thing, 
constructed, contrived, or arranged so as to 
explode, ignite, or throw forth its contents, 
or to strike with any of its parts, 
unexpectedly when moved, handled, or opened, 
or after the lapse of time or under conditions 
or in a manner calculated to endanger health, 
life, limb, or property. 
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The edited legislative statement of Rep. Tuttle is purported 
to support the position that spitting is included in the statutory 
definition of throwing, for the purposes of assaulting on a 
Corrections. Mr. Tuttle stated, "What this does is . .. give ... 
prisons a ... tool that they can use ... on criminals that .... 
are not kind to their keeper..." (State's Brief, p.5) The 
relationship between inmates and guard can rarely be characterized 
as kind, frequently from both sides of the bars. For this reason 
it is the legislature's responsibility to adequately define which 
conduct will rise to the level of a Class A misdemeanor assault. 
The statute provides that the action of "throwing" something at an 
officer will be such an assault, not spitting. This fragmented 
sentence from the legislative history provides minimal insight into 
what legislative purpose Utah Code Ann. §76-5-102.6 was intended to 
serve. The State's proposed purpose, "to protect the health and 
safety of guards, jailers, and other officers by prohibiting 
attempts by prisoners to douse officers with foul substances" is a 
reasonable legislative goal. (State's Brief, p.5) However, 
defining throwing to encompass spitting as an assault is carrying 
the hypothesized legislative purpose to an extreme. It also should 
be noted that Rep. Tuttle's comment does not address what behaviors 
the legislature contemplated including in the language of this 
statute. The State's interpretation of Mr. Tuttle's comment would 
include a verbally abusive inmate who accidently spits toward an 
officer while he is yelling. 
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Fecal material is the specific term immediately proceeding the 
itch-all phrase of "any other substance" and therefore it is 
>ntrolling term in defining substances covered in this statute, 
seal is defined by Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary as 
relating to, or constituting feces." (See addendum B) The same 
ictionary defines saliva as "a slightly alkaline secretion of 
ater, mucin, protein, slats, and often a starch splitting enzyme 
.hat is secreted into the mouth by salivary glands." (See addendum 
i) The specific language of "fecal material" defines and limits 
:he catch all phrase of "or any other substance or object." A more 
appropriate substance to be included in the phrase would be urine. 
Mr. Paul is not asking the court to apply a hyper-technical 
reading of the statute. This is a common sense reading to avoid 
expanding the statute beyond its plain language and avoiding the 
creation of crimes that are not set forth under the laws of Utah. 
Spitting on an officer is disgusting, insulting, and poor manners 
but does not fit with in the statutory definition of assault, 
particularly not a Class A Misdemeanor. Applying this statute to 
the facts currently before the court would be contrary to the 
promotion of justice and would not give effect to "the objects of 
the law" and general purposes of §76-1-104. See Utah Code Ann. 
§ 76-1-106 (1992). 
POINT II. Whether interpreting Utah Code Annotated §76-5-102,6 is 
unconstitutional vaoue when applied to the act of spitting at a 
correctional officer? 
Statutes must be drafted "with sufficient definiteness that 
ordinary people can understand what conduct is prohibited in and 
9 
manner that does not encourage arbitrary and discriminatory 
enforcement." Kolender v. Lawson, 461 U.S. 352, 357f 103 S.Ct. 
1855, 1858, 75 L.Ed.2d 903 (1983). If this standard is not met, 
the statute is void for vagueness violating due process of law 
rights pursuant to Article I, §7 of the Utah Constitution and the 
fifth and fourteenth amendment to the United States Constitution. 
State v. Blowers, 717 P.2d 1321, 1323 (Utah 1986). Because the 
criminal statute with which Mr. Paul is charged directly impacts 
due process rights, it must be drawn narrowly. 
The United States Supreme Court has articulated the rationale 
behind the due process doctrine requiring careful legislation as, 
It is a basic principle of due process that an 
enactment is void for vagueness if its prohibitions are 
not clearly defined. Vague laws offend several important 
values. First, because we assume that man is free to 
steer between lawful and unlawful conduct, we insist that 
laws give the person of ordinary intelligence a 
reasonable opportunity to know what is prohibited, so 
that he may act accordingly. Vague laws may trap the 
innocent by not providing fair warning. Second, if 
arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement is to be 
prevented, laws must provide explicit standards for those 
who apply them. A vague law impermissible delegates basic 
policy matters to policemen, judges, and juries for 
resolution on an ad hoc and subjective basis, with the 
attendant dangers of arbitrary and discriminatory 
applications. 
Gravned v. Rockford, 408 U.S. 104 at 108-109 (1972)(citations 
omitted) . The catchall phrase "or any other substance or object" 
and the broad interpretation of throwing to encompass spitting 
creates a statute which as applied in the case violates Mr. Paul's 
constitutional right to due process of law. 
The statute sets forth in specific terms that it is a 
violation to "throw fecal material." Clearly, while the act Mr. 
10 
1 was alleged to have committed was not one that is su.i».., 
.-eptable, it does not fall with in the specifically enumerated 
rms set forth in the statute, i.e., "fecal material" and 
irowing." Rather the alleged act would fall within the 
constitutionally vague catchall phrase "any other substance or 
ject." 
This vague phrase provides no guidance about what behavior or 
obstance falls within the range of criminal activity. The statue 
overs such a wide range of potential behaviors that throwing a 
fad of paper at a jailer could be classified as an assault, Class 
i misdemeanor. 
In addition to violating Mr. Paul's due process rights, the 
language and this overly broad interpretation of the language place 
an impermissible degree of discretion with the officer and the 
charging agency. Therefore, creating an unconstitutional 
delegation of legislative power to the courts, pursuant to Article 
V, §1 of the Utah Constitution.3 This constitutional provision 
recognizes the delicate balance of government, which requires the 
legislature to write specific laws, rather than enacting statutes 
that implicitly delegate to prosecutors and judges the 
responsibility to define the law. See State v. Green. 793 P.2d 912 
3
 Article V § 1 of the Utah Constitution (1953) provides, 
The powers of the government of the state of Utah shall 
be divided into three distinct departments, the 
Legislative, the Executive, and the judicial; and no 
person charged with the exercise of powers properly 
belonging to one of these departments, shall exercise any 
functions appertaining to either of the others, except in 
the cases herein expressly directed or permitted. 
11 
(Utah 1990) (statute explicitly delegating to U.S. attorney 
authority to define elements and punishment of crimes under 
controlled substance act violated non-delegation doctrine of 
Article VI section 1 of the Utah Constitution); See also State v. 
Gal lion, 572 P. 2d 683 (Utah 1977) . In the present case spitting at 
an officer does not entail a risk of bodily harm, however, the 
statute is sufficiently vague to include this action absent that 
required element. See Utah Code Ann. §76-5-102.6. 
As is plain from the statutory language Utah Code Ann. §76-5-
102.6 sweeps too broadly to give people fair notice of the conduct 
proscribed by the statute. More important, the legislature has 
failed to sufficiently define the crime in this statute, and thus, 
has implicitly delegated that legislative function in this context 
to prosecutors and judges. Under federal and state constitutional 
standards discussed the state's application to the alleged conduct 
in this case is in violation Mr. Paul's due process right. 
CONCLUSION 
Appellee respectfully requests that this Court uphold the 
trial court ruling or in the alternative reverse the trial court's 
determination the statue is not unconstitutionally vague. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this /$ day of March, 1993. 
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ADDENDUM A 
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 
AMENDMENT V 
[Criminal actions — Provisions concerning -
Due process of law and just compon^auoa 
clauses.] 
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, er 
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a prej*ntraem 
or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases aruiaf 
in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when a 
actual service in time of War or public dancer, nor 
shall any person be subject for the same ofienct- u» m 
twice put m jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be tae> 
pelled in any criminal case to be a witness acain* 
himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or proprrt?. 
without due process of law; nor shall private property 
be taken for public use, without just compensate 
AMENDMENT XIV 
Section 1. (Citizenship — Due process of law — 
Equal protection.] 
All persons born or naturalized in the United 
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citi-
zens of the United States and of the State wherein 
they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of 
citizens of the United States; nor shall any State de-
prive any person of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law, nor deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 
CONSTITUTION OF UTAH 
ARTICLE I 
Sec 7. {Due process of law.] 
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or prop-
erty, without due process of law. ISM 
ARTICLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS 
Section 
1. [Three departments of government.] 
Section 1. [Three departmente of erovernmenLl 
The powers of the government of the State of Utah 
ahall be divided into three distinct departmenta, the 
Legislative, the Executive, and the Judicial; and no 
person charged with the exercise of powers propcrfe 
belonging to one of the$e departments, shall tx*To» 
any functions appertaining to either of the otheiy 
except in the cases herein expressly directed or prr* 
mitted. 
76-1-104. Purposes and principle* w. w — 
tion. 
The provisions of this code shall be construed in 
accordance with these general purposes. 
(1) Forbid and prevent the commission of of-
fenses. 
(2) Define adequately the conduct and mental 
state which constitute each offense and safe-
guard conduct that is without fault from condem-
nation as criminal. 
(3) Prescribe penalties which are proportion-
ate to the seriousness of offenses and which per-
mit recognition or differences in rehabilitation 
possibilities among individual offenders. 
(4) Prevent arbitrary or oppressive treatment 
of persons accused or convicted of offenses. i*n 
76-5-102. Assault 
CD Assault is: 
(a) an attempt, with unlawful force or vio-
lence, to do bodily injury to another, 
(b) a threat, accompanied by a show of imme-
diate force or violence, to do bodily injury to an-
other, or 
(c) an act, committed with unlawful force or 
violence, that causes or creates a substantial risk 
of bodily injury to another. 
(2) Assault is a class B misdemeanor. IMI 
76-S-102.6. Assault on a correctional officer. 
Any prisoner who throws fecal material or an? 
other substance or object at a peace or correctional 
officer is guilty of a class A misdemeanor. \m 
76-10-305. Different dates on containers of ex-
plosives prohibited — Re-use of con-
tainers prohibited. 
It shall be unlawful for any person OT persons, part-
nership, or corporation lo have two or more different 
dates on any box or package containing giant, hercu-
les, atlas, or venture, or any other high explosive con-
Uining nitroglycerin. It shall further be unlawful to 
use any box. package, or wrapper formerly used by 
any other person or persons, partnership, or corpora-
tion m the packing of such giant, hercules, atlas, ven-
ture, or other high explosive containing nitroglyc-
erin, and the name and date on the box or package 
shall be the same as on the wrapper containing the 
giant, hercules, atlas, venture, or other explosive con-
taining nitroglycenn. i#» 
414-150.10. Mudguards or flaps at rear wheeia 
of trucks, trailers, truck tractors, or al-
tered motor vehicles — Exemptions. 
(1) The definitions in Section 41-6-143.29 apply to 
this section. 
(2) (a) Except as provided in Subsections (3) and 
(4), when operated on a highway, a motor vehicle 
that has been altered from the original manufac-
turer's frame height or in any other manner so 
that the motor vehicle's wheels may throw dirt, 
water, or other materials on other vehicles; any 
truck with a gross vehicle weight rating of 
10300 pounds or more; any truck tractor, and 
any trailer or semitrailer with an unladen 
weight of 750 pounds or more shall be equipped 
with wheel covers, mudguards, flaps, or splash 
aprons behind the rearmost wheels to prevent, as 
far as practicable, the wheels from throwing dirt, 
water, or other materials on other vehicles. 
(b) The wheel covers, mudguards, flaps, or 
splash aprons shall: 
(i) be at least as wide as the tires they are 
protecting; 
(ii) directly in line with the tires; and 
(iii) have a ground clearance of not more 
than 50% of the diameter of a rear-axle 
wheel, under any conditions of loading of the 
motor vehicle. 
(8) Wheel covers, mudguards, flaps, or splash 
aprons are not required if the motor vehicle, trailer, 
or semitrailer is designed and constructed so that the 
requirements of Subsection (1) are accomplished by 
means of fenders, body construction, or other means 
of enclosure. 
(4) Wheel covers, mudguards, flaps, or splash 
aprons are not required on a vehicle operated or 
driven during fair weather on well-maintained, hard-
surfaced roads if the motor vehicle: 
(a) was made in America prior to 1935; 
(b) is any identifiable vintage or replica of a 
Vintage that is titled as a vintage vehicle; or 
(c) is a street rod, which means a motor vehicle 
with a body that is or resembles the body of a 
motor vehicle made prior to 1949 for its original 
MMlt and which has a significant drive train 
update. 
(5) Rear wheels not covered at the top by fenders, 
bodies, or other parts of the vehicle shall be covered 
at the top by protective means extending rearward at 
least to the center line of the rearmost axle. ist2 
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53A«13»103. Eye protective devices for indus-
trial education, physics laboratory, 
and chemistry laboratory activities. 
(1) Any individual who participates in any of the 
following activities in public or private schools that 
may endanger his vision shall wear quality eye pro-
tective devices: 
la) industrial education activities that involve: 
(i) hot molten metals; 
(ii) the operation of equipment that could 
throw particles of foreign matter into the 
eyes; 
liii) heat treating, tempering, or kiln fir-
ing of any industrial materials; 
liv) gas or electric arc welding; or 
(v) caustic or explosive material: 
(b) chemistry or physics laboratories when 
using caustic or explosive chemicals, and hot liq-
uids and solids. 
(2) "Quality eye protective devices" means devices 
that meet the standards of the American Safety Code 
for Head, Eye, and Respiratory Protection, 22.1-1959, 
promulgated by the American Standards Association, 
Inc. 
(3) (a) The local school board shall furnish these 
protective devices to individuals involved in 
these activities. 
ii •u*** nrotective devices 
ADDENDUM B 
acious • salmons 1012 
• rtanrf \as»1s-shai\ adj (L aeiec-. miax fond of leaning, hatful. 
Z £ T t o leap — more tc IAJXY) 1 : arousing or appealing to 
ZTammre or imagmetion : LASCIVIOUS 2 : U O i u o t l UtfTTVL 
a e l e c w 'T ed» —* e*4e-cioue-neea ft 
»d Vaei-ad\ " (ME salad*, (r MF . fr OProv saladm\ fr. safer to 
uU.mi salt, fr L —> more at SALT) 1 • : groan v*g rubies (as 
rwrJ «B4i«e. or romainc) and often tomatoes, cuoimbcrv or 
ygjM* acr*ed with dressing b : a dish of meat. fish. shellfish. 
pu fruits, or vcectablci singly or in oombtnattoo uau. served cold 
is a dressing 2 : a green vegetable or her© grown for saiad; op 
nrua 
ad dor* <* »' * o m c of youthful inexperience or redoereooe <my 
led day* when I «»aa green la judgment —Shak.) 
ad dressing a : a dressing either uncooked (as French drawing) 
scorned (as a hotted drcaaing) that is used for saiad 
ad ad a : an adibic vegetable mi (as olive ori) statable for tang 
salad dressings 
MMVtsn-der Ysal-s»/ns»4ar else .sai-aA n fME imlamomin. fr 
IF. fr. L asiemendrs, fr Gkj 1 : a mythical animal having the 
•wer to endure fire without harm 2 : an ocmcntaJ bang in the 
MBXT el Paraodsus maabitiag fire 3 : any of numerous amphibt-
as (order Gaudata) superficially rcacmbting luards but sraldcii 
ad ujvutd with a soft moot skin and breathing by gills is the 
irvei stage d : an article (as a cooling utensil for browning 
aaxry or a portable stove or tnancrator) used in connection with 
re — ssL**msrt4nne \w*d->*m*n-dr»o\ adj 
»4awrw Vsa-lam^X a (I u pi. of saiame salami, fr. asferr to salt. fr. 
air salt. fr. L aa7 •— more at SALT] : highly seasoned sausage of 
or* and beef ether dncd or (rob 
il Offwno-Ateec \^->>ta6-ne-,ak\ « [ME JO/ ormowak* fr. L ja/ 
tmmomtacui. hi., salt of Ajnmon]: A M M O * I U M CMLOatDC 
»4sr<*et \sa-1ar-e-st. -ler-V a (F. fr sciaire salary (fr. L salanom) 
+• -aner (as in proletariat proletariat)] : the class or body of seia* 
led persons usu as distinguished from wage earners (the prolctar-
mu the —. the peasantry —Harvrr Wheeler) 
aUe-ry Vsai(-a>re\ a. pi -nee (ME salane. fr L ssJanum salt 
money, pension, salary, fr. ncuL of sefeniu of salt. fr. as/ salt — 
more at SALT] : fund compensation paid rrgularly for services 
d rn see » *wl — es^e-nec" \-red\ ed) 
isle Vs*(aM\ a (ME. fr. OE sola. fr. ON — more at uu] 1 : the 
act of selling, specif: the transfer of ownership of and otle to prop-
erty from one person to another for a pnee 2 : availability for 
purchase — usu used in the phrases /or sale and an sale 3 a 
: opportunity o/ selling or bang sold : DEMAND b : distnbuaon 
by seilmg 4 : public disposal to the highest bidder : AUCTION f 
: a selling of gooos at bargain prices € pi a : oecrartoss and 
activities involved tn promoting and selling goods or services <v*ce» 
president us charge of —s> b: gross recants 
ao4oo Vsni-ae, ss»1ep\ a (F or Sp. fr Ax dial, softie*, alter, of A / 
{kkuty at*-) tha lab, h u taaudei of the fos): the starchy or muo-
iagsaous dried tubers of venous Old World orchids (cap. genus 
Orvnai used for food or m modione 
seLera-rua v^ai-a-Vat-asy a (NL sal eererui aerated salt): a leaven-
rag agent consisting of potassium or sodium btcaroonatc 
—la room \'sa(a)l-,rum. . / w i \ cnmflf Bnt war o/lALBftOOM 
sole* Vsa(aHz\ adj: of. relating to. or used in selling 
eaten check a : a stnp or mace of paper used by retail stores as a 
memorandum, record, or raonpt of a purchase or sale 
Ysa(a)lz-,klsrk\ a : a salesman or saleswoman a* a 
seiee-oirl \-,gaK-a)l\ a : SALESWOMAN 
Salseiew \sa-1e-zhan. sa-\ a : a member of the Sooety of St. Fran-
os de Setts founded by St John Bosco is Tuns. Italy tn Che 19th 
century and devoted chiefly to education 
an tea la dv Vsa(a)U«Jad«<\ a : SALESWOMAN 
sales-men \'sa(a)U-man\ a : one who sells other as a given terri-
tory or m a store — eatea-man-ehio \-^hip\ * 
—lea peo pit \-,pe-pal\ a pi: persons employed to sell goods or 
aoioa register a : CASH a t o m * 
aatea-room \'sa(a)tz*,rum. >/um\ a : a place where goods arc dis-
played for sale, tip : an auction room 
aoioa alio a : SAUES CMECX 
eoiea can a : a u u leviod oa the sate of goods and services that n 
MSB. calculated as a percentage of the purchase pnee and collected 
r the seller 
en \*sa(a)lz-lwian-an\ a : a woman employed to sell 
sp. in a store 
soli- come form (L- fr. sef — more at SALT) : salt Oa/derous) 
eeWc VsalikV adj (by alter J : 9 A U C 
So4«c VuVlik. 'sai-ikV adi [MF or ML. M F sa/ieue. fr M L Saiieut. 
fr. L L Saiu Salic Franks]: of. relating to. or bang a Frankish peo-
ple that settled on the Ussct nnter early in the 4th century 
SOMVon \'sai*»»tan\ a (F mlteima. fr. L waUc-. ml* wdlow — more 
at SALLOW) : % bitter white crystalline glucosidc C, ,H„G. found in 
the bark and leaves of several wiilowi and poptars and used in 
medicmc like saJicyiic acid 
Solsc low a 1 : the legal code of the Salic Franks 2 : a rule held 
to derive from the SeJtc code excluding females from the hoc of 
succession to a throne 
s*4ic«y4art \»a-1i»-a»fllf\ n: a salt or ester of salicybc aod 
s t U c y U c acid \%^^MU\-\ n [1SV. fr taltcyi (the radical 
HOC,H.CO) ) : a crystalline phenolic aod C-K.O. used csp w the 
form of salts as an analgesic and antipyretic and in the treatment of 
rheumatism 
—'hence \'sa-lvan<t)s. -Je*am/t)s\ a 1 : the quality or state of 
being salient 2 : a sinking potnt or feature: HIGHLIGHT 
ao4»er»-CT \-lvan-se. *le>an-\ a. pi <*•* ' SAUCVCX 
*so-lMtnt Vsa^lyant. -le-antv ad/ (L safienf-. laiirm. prp of safi*r to 
leap — more at SALLY) 1 : moving by leaps or springs : JUMPING 
seen/: of. relating to. or bnnt a salienttan (a — amphibian) 2 
: jetting upward (a — fountain) 3 a : projecting beyond a line. 
surface, or level b : standing out conspicuously : ttOMiMvr. 
sTaiKiNG (— traits) »yn sec NOTICEAILE — aaWienWy ad* 
'ae-line Vsa-Jen. -Jia\ ad) (ME. fr L jeiuiia fr. ml salt — more ai 
SALT) 1 : consisting of or containing salt (a — solutioa) 2 : of. 
relating to, or resembhng salt : SALTY <a — taste) 3 : conysuag 
of or relaung to the salts of the alkali metals or of magnesium Cs ^ 
catharuc)— aaJirw^y \&a-1in*at^. sa-\ a 
>asline a 1 : a metallic sail, on : a salt of potassium, sodium, or 
magnesium with a cathartic action 2 : a saline solution, e p : one 
isotonic with body fluids 
sa-iMtiat Vsel-a*,ai2 sua 'sa-la-V vr -tuxm&i -nunng : to treat or 
impregnate with salt —• e*4wm*a-tion \,sal-»-n>'»a-shan sue 
'aehefit m : somcthmg (as a promontory) that project! outward or 
upward from tu surroundings, esa : an outwardly proMCting pmn 
of a fortification, trench system, or line of defense 
sa li en tian Vsa.le-'ca.chan\ a (denv oi L tahent-. se/wm): any of 
an order (Salientu) of amphibians eompnsing the frogs, toads, and 
tree toads ail of winch lack a tail in the adult stage and have long 
strong hind limbs suited to leaping and swimming — aalientian 
aa4im>o»ter \sa-1iai-at-ar. -s>»\ a : a hydrometer for indicating thr 
percentage of a salt is a solution 
se4Msa \s>-1i*oa. -le-\ a (Sp. fr. L as/iaee saltworks, fr fern pi of 
1 : a sali<ncrusted piaya or flat 2 : a salt marsh, pond. 
aa-lwiom-e-tar \(sai^>*aam*at-ar. ^a-ta>\ a ftSV mluu «•• ^  • 
'meter] : an tn strum ait (as a hydrometer) for mramnng thr 
amount of salt in a sohmon 
So4iQue \'sa-lik. 'sai-ik. sa-tik. sa-\ mro/UJJC 
Salia-Oiiry steak V^soU-.ber-c*. .salz*. -b(a.)re*\ a (J H. Salisbury 
19ih cent. E phystoaa): ground bed rtuied with egg. milk, bread 
crumbs, and seasoarngs and formed into a large patty and ooo&ad 
Se-Jiah Vsa-lish\ a 1 : a language stock of the Mosan phylum 2 
: the peoples speaking Salish dialects •— Sa-iish-en \-«n\ adi 
aa-lwa \sa»1i.va\ a [L — more at SALLOW] : « slightly alkaliar 
secretion of water, mucin, proton, salts, and often a starch* 
spbtung enzyme that is secreted into the mouth by salivary gland*, 
lubricates ingested food, and often begins the breakdown of star* 
cho 
aaUwenr Vsai-a»,vcr4\ ad) : of or relating to saliva or the gland* 
that secrete it. eta: producing or carrying saliva 
salivary chromosome a : one of the very large poiytcne chromo-
somal strands that are made up of many chromatids and are typi-
cal of the salivary gland edis of various insects 
aaU*e te Vsai-a-,vat\ to - v e t * * ; .veMne * r : to produce an ab-
normal flow of saliva as (as by the use of mercury) — w: to have a 
flow of saliva esa m a m i — seU-ve*tion \AeJ-a-Ve-*hae\ a 
Sefk vaccine VsoUMt-v a (Jonas Salk 619 U Am phvseaan] : • 
vsoasc consisting of pouomyetttts virus inactivated with formalo*> 
aaUet \'sal-at\ a (ME. fr. M F uxllade): a bght 15th century sdmei 
with or without a vnor and with a protection over the neck 
«ssMow VsaMja. ^ . * A a [ M L it. 6E temiK' asm to OHO at/** 
sallow, L salit wiflowf: anv of venous Old World broad-kaved 
wUiowa (as Saiu osnrts) including important sources of charcoal 
and tan bars 
be l low adj (ME as*** , fr. OE aafu.- akw to O H C mto murk*. I 
jsiias spittle) : of a gravish greenish ydlow color — eef4ovj>«aft 
\*sal«a>wishv sd> — asUow^ieaa VsaJ-o-naa, <sai-«»\ a 
HsUy Vsal-e\ a. pi aailiea (MF saif/ic. fr OF. fr. mlltr to rusk 
forward, fr. L sour* to leap, akin to Ck aa/festhet to leap] 1 : as 
action of rushing or bursting forth; esa : a sortie of troops from • 
defensive pottttoa to attack the enemy 2 a : a brief oufbreu 
: OVTSCfcST b : a winy or imaginative saying : QUIP 3 : a ventvrr 
or excursion usu. off the beaten track : JAUNT 
isslty vi eaUtecJ: aaUy^ng 1 : to leap out or burst forth sudden!) 
2 : to set out: DCrAKT—usu used with /on* 
SaUy Lunn \jai-e-nan\ a [Sally Lunn. I t th cent. E baker] : • 
slightly sweetened ycasi-iesvened bread 
sally port a : a gate or passage in a fortified place for use by troop* 
stating a sortie 
aaUna-gun-di \fsai-ma-,|»n>de\ a (F se/migondtr) 1 : a saiad plair 
of chopped meats, aacnovica. eggs, and vegetables arranged «" 
rows for contrast and dressed with a salad dressing 2 : a heterr* 
geneous mixture: Krmx a ai 
sal-mi \'aai-me\ m (F safmu. short for aaffvufonda] : a ragout f1 
partly roasted game stewed tn a nch sauce 
sslftMOfi \'sam-an\ a. a/ aalmon abo aalmona (ME same*, fr MF 
fr. L sa/men.. saimoj 1 a : a large soft-hnned anadromous psmr 
ftah (Salmo saiar) of the northern Atlantic noied as a food fish » 
: any of venous anadromous fishes (family Salmontdae) other thar 
the salmon, ess : a hsh (genus Oncorhfnckus) that breeds tn ***** 
tributary to the soneem Pacific c : a fish (as a berramundJ' 
ibling a salmon 2 : the variable color of salmon s flesh swe-
ating a strong yellowish pmk 
salrfworvbef^v \-.ber-*\ a : a showy rad-Aowered raspberry ( * • 
bus spectabilv) of the Faofic coast. aUo: us edible salmon colore* 
fruit 
ssMrio-neUe V^al-ma-'nci-aV n.pi ^ leUae V n d - O i . . J \ or -**»*« 
or avails (NL- genus same, fr Darnel L Salmon f l f i s Am vcte--
nan an] : any of a genus (Salmonella) of aerobic rod-shaped * » 
motile bacteria that are pathogenic for man and other »*""' 
blooded animals and cause food poisoning, gastrointestinal mAar 
mation. or diseases of the genital tract 
eekmo»n*Uo>ets >Msal-m>/id-'6>sas\ a. pi w>aes \ - ^ c i \ [SI]: *' 
faction with or disease caused by salmondlac 
saLmo-nid \'sa(l)m->-Unid\ a (NL Salmontdae group namr r 
Salmon-, Salmo, gesss name, fr L salmo salmon]; anv ot a &**•• 
(Salmontdae) of donpte soft-finned fishes (as a salmon or tro»» 
that have the last vertebrae upturned — aalmonid adj 
sslnworvoid \'sam->j»oid\ a : SALMONIO also : a rdated fi^1 * 
aalmonoid ad) 
aalmon pink n : a strong yellowish pink that is lighter and slit*: * 
redder than average salmon 
ochetosis # splint 
CMAITA) : u y o / u order (Smrcchnctales) of slender spirally 
lauag bacteria usdudiag those cauatag syphilis aod relapsing 
or a O I M U C eau 
i v » t * r v 4 « t * , M n \ a. pi ' \->ez\ * mfection 
bv spirochetes 
^rapri \'sp4-rs»,gr*A n (1SV): ao instrument recording rap*. 
y fflo««naiu — so*-ro-oreprWc upf-rs»'graf-ik\ od; — ap*. 
o-p*y Xspl-'rat-ra-leX a 
•gy*b Vpi-r>» jl-r»\ a (NL. genus name, fr. Gk spam cod -f 
not, oreie — more at w a x 0 0 * 1 * ) : any of a eenus tSewo-
i of freshwater green algae with spiral chlorophyll bands 
im*»tor \spt-'ram-j<-ar\ a (ISVT : ao instrument for moasur-
be air entering aod leaving the lungs — ep*rewnowic Wpf* 
w-tnk\ ad> — ap*rom^try \spl-'ram-a»trc\ a 
ssre/vuftT 
Urn V*mr«<yb>U 'spir-V a fNL. genu* M O M . (r. dam. of L jpim 
: aoy of a genus CSatruia) of small dj branchiate cephalopoda 
at a auLay«c&amocrad shell to a flat spiral 
YtpH»h-4\ adj : rcscasbiiag a tptrc eat : bssaf taiL deader. 
U M T U I <-* trees) 
Yspm a (ME. f r. OE xsmrw akaa to L sptno thorn, setae] 1 : a 
ler pmatad rod for holding moat over • fire 2 : a small pt 
*d cap. of sand or grave* running into a body of water 
wt epit.tod; aptl-tine,; to fit on or as if oo a spit: IMFAXI 
**> aptt or a pat Vspatv «P(t*uncj (ME sattun. ft OB sptuon. 
BJL origin) *t 1 a : to eject (as saliva) from tbe mouth : t * . 
rOftATl b (1) : to express (impleasaot or malicious feelings) 
ir as if by spitting (2 ) : to utter with a spituag sound or scoro-
Bxpraaaoo uasf out his words) e : to emit as if by spituag; cm 
aeait (preaniiauoa) io driving parodes or in flumes <•*» raia) 
to sat to buraiag <-•» a ruse) — w 1 • ( I ) : toepen sail vn as 
tatpreasMO of aversion or coo tempt ( 2 ) : to exhibit contempt 
to eject saliva from tbe mouth : gxreCTOftATE 2 : to raia or 
w siigbtiy or to flumes 9 : to make a ocase suggesting expec-
moo : snrrrta — apit rt ou t : to say what is in the ouad with-
further dclav 
l a 1 a U ) : spirnx SALIVA ( 2 ) : the act or aa instance of 
uag b ( I ) : a frothy secretion exuded by sputlcbuga (2) 
TTTLUUC 2 : perfect likeness 3 : a spnnklc of rain or flurry 
imai ) : lAZAKCTra MOVTTAL 
and polish * (fr. the practice of polishing objects such as shoes 
spituag on them aad then rubbing them with a doth): extreme 
cnoon to cleanliness, orderliness, smartness of appearance, and 
cmomaJ cap. at the expense of operational efficiency 
l«6oil \'spit-.bol\ a 1 : paper chewed aad roiled into a bell to 
thrown or shot aa a monk 2 : a boaeoail pitch delivered after 
e bail has been moistened with saliva or sweat 
t curl a (prob. fr. its bang sometimes plastered down with an-
al : a sptraJ curl that at usu. plastered oo the forehead, temple, or 
oak 
mo Vsp»t\ a (ME . short for derptft) 1 : petty UJ wu*J or hatred 
th (he diapoaiuoo to imuue, annoy, or tawart 2 : aa ' " " r * 
spite tyn see SSAUCE— tft apito o f : in drnsnrr or contempt of 
irte n aprt*d: epruno. 1 : to treat maiiaousiy (as by shaming 
thwmrung) 2 a : tofiDwithsptu h : ANNor.omNO 
ta»ful Vspit-f»l\ ad) - Wad with or thowtag spite: MAUOOUS — 
>rt*-fuUy \.fa»le\ o*V — eprta»fuW»oaa a 
ifrfiro Vsmt-.fUa)r\ a : a quick-tempered or highly ereooooaJ 
i (as ta balloon)): a reccpta-
»rt*tor \*iptt-ar\ a : ooc that sptu 
ptrtora: SOTBALL2 
tttincj cobra n : other of two venomous A/ncaa dapid snakes 
Voat lutnaollu and Hoemaebata hatmacfiotus) that eject thee 
enom toward the victim without sinking 
«nin8 imeoe a (bv alter.): spit aad image: *wrr2 
4t.tlo Vsmi-lX a Ovf E «9rul fr. 0 £ spatti: akin to OE ipirioa] 1 
SAUVA 2 : *vrr lb<!) 
at*tla»wug \-.bog\ a : aay of numerous IcapiBg bcanopterous 
isects (family Ccrcopidae) whose larvae secrete froth 
utilo inaoct a : srtTTLUVG 
(rt-toon \spt.*tua. spa»\ a {*rptt -»• « 
ic for spit — called also cuspidor 
>tt up »b: atctacnATL voMrr 
HT2 \ 'spt»\ a J C . fr. spier 
totaled: akia to OE spit* smt: fr. 
be shape of I U cars and muctie) 
aay of several itocxy heavy. 
naiad dogs of nortbero ongm 
aith erect cars and a Heavily 
urred tail ughtiy recurved over 
the bach: csp : a medjuavaizad 
» m u dog descended from Pom-
eranian ancestors and often con-
udcred a separate breed NT *>& CNV Vspiv\ it (alter, of E dial, sptff 
flashy drcaacr. fr. tptff daadinedi 
1 Bm : one who lives by his wits •"•«* 
without regular employment 2 
Bnt: SLACK i t 
planctwiic UPlank.nik\ ad> (NL spionehntcvi fr. Ck splmnck. 
maox fr. spianchao. p i - vnccrm. skin to Ck splin spleen) : of or 
relating to the viscera : vncuiAL 
•piaan Viplash\ rb (alter of plash) *i 1 a : to stnkc and dash 
•bout a liquid or semtliqusd substance b : to move in or into a 
liquid or semi liquid substance and cause it to spatter 2 a (1) 
: to become spattered about (2) : to spread or scatter in the man-
ner of splashed liquid b : to fall, stnkc. or move with a splashing 
sound <a brook —mg over rocks) *» v? 1 a ( 1 ) : to dash a liq-
uid or thinly viscous substance upon or against (2) : to soil or 
stain with splashed liquid b : to mark or overlay with patches of 
contrasting color or texture c : to display prominently 2 a : to 
cause (a liquid or thinly viscous substance! to spatter about esp. 
1114 
with force b : to scatter sa the aiaaaer of a splashed bqutd — 
eplaatv«r * 
*eplaeh a t a (1) : splashed hqiod or aemiJiquid substance: aim 
: impounded water released suddenly (2) : a spot or daub from 
or as if from splashed hqusd (a mud — oo the fender) b : a col. 
orcd patch 2 a : the acooa of spiashiag b : a short plunge 3 
: a sound produced by or as tf by a liquid (ailing, moving, bang 
buried, or oscsllauag 4 a : a vivid anprcaaion created asp by 
ostentatious activity or appearance b : oatcautious display 
aplaarvooard Vspiejb-,bot»>rd. •.bofakdV a 1 a : OAS*noAan I 
b : a paad to protect agaiaat splashes 2 : a plaak used to dose a 
sluice or spillway of • dam 
apiaarwoown Vsptash-<aaua\ a : the landing of a i 
craft ta the ocean — acaaah down \ f Hplaab-'dauaV w 
apiaah guard a : a flap suspended bcasad a rear wheel to ( 
ore splash from muddying wtadshtdds of foilowutg nchaslai 
aptaany Vsptasb-cN edy splaah—ar. ^ert 1 : thai can be cassly 
splashed about 2 : movmg or bang moved with a spiaab or 
taiashiag sounds 2 : tending to or exhibiting ostentatious diapiay 
4 : eooatsuag of. bang, or covered with colored splashes — 
•piaahrf-Jy N'spiash-»>l<\ ad»— acMaah^noma \#spuuh-e»a»s\ a 
»ap4at \*tpiat\ a fobs, spuu (to spread flat)): a stagie flat tarn often 
ornamental member of a back of a chair 
>ap4at a (unit.): a spiattcnag or slappiog sound 
'eplaMor \'spiai.ar\ «b iproo. blend of splat* aad saatsni sf: f ra r 
TTJt - v w ; to scatter or tall m or aa d sa drops 
*aplartera: v a m t . sruon 
^aplay \*spls\ «o (ME spiayea short for display* — more at tmv 
PLAY) «f 1 : to spread out 2 : to make (as the jamb of a door) 
oblique: acvii. — w 1 : to become splayed 2 : txort.SLAKT 
Hplay a 1 : a slope or bevd cap. of the sides of a door or wmdo» 
21 mtaxo. CXFAMSJON 
Hp lay mdj 1 : turned outward <-~ kacca) 2 : AWKWAAO. UM. 
GAINLY 
aplay-foot \*spla»Jut. -*fut\ a : a foot abnormally flattened and 
spread out; iprci/: rLATKxrr — aplayf oot or aplay-foot^od V*tui. 
adVad) 
•ploon \'splen\ a (ME spUts. fr. M F or L. M F t*pUn> fr. L jp*rn> fr 
Ck splin. akta to L Item spleen) 1 : a highly vascular ductless 
organ aeax the stomach or intestine of most vertebrates antranicd 
with final destruction of blood cells, storage of blood, and nroduc-
uoo of lympaocyus 2 oht: the seat of cmotioos or passions 2 
archaic: MCIAMCMOLY 4 : aungled Ul will and bad temper a abt 
: a sudden impulse or whim: CATSJCI »yn 
•plootwful \-fal\ ad;: full of or affected with spleen : vUMffTsC 
aplaer»w>orx V.wart. -,wo(a)rt\ a (fr. the belief in its power to cure 
disorders of the spleen): aay of a genus Ctipiemumj of ferns hat-
ing linear or obsoag son borne obtiqudy oo the upper aide of • 
eploeny \'sple-oc\ od7 1 : full of or displaying spleen 2 MrwEaf 
: peevish and imtablc with hynochoodnac incitnauoos 
apiorv or aplono. comb /arm (L. fr. Ck splim-. spiim. h*. antra] 
: spleen Opiraectomy) O^rtwmefaly) 
Tan-oant \*spica daot\ ad; (ME. fr. LL asu>nd«w^ mimdnu. fr. prp. of spU**in\ 1 : S N I M N C OLOSY <-* luster) 1 : ujjurraj. 
ox»> aajLUAirr (— genras) 
aplerMlid Vtplen dad\ od; (L spiemdtdus. fr. spUndHw to shine: akm 
to Ck saOdm ashes. Ski spasuingo spark) 1 : posaeastag or dnv 
playtag splendor, as a : SMMNG. taJUJArrr b : SHOWY. ssAGMin. 
CEKT 2 : IUASTEJOUI CIAPHO 3 : gxcXLLtwr <— mooves; — 
aplonxlicVIv ad*—> apum-dicWwaa a 
ayn snxMDia txsrLXNDCKT. coacioui, CLOEIOUS. wtuhcc sjnas 
snored meaning element : otraordmanly or transccndcntly mv 
presatvc 
apleYvdif^r^ua \ftpica-'dif-(»>)rasV adj [splendor + -+- + -/rrma\ 
1 : siUEMOto 2 : daeepovciy spleadid — ap4a*wdlf^r^Ma-ly od* 
— aolerwdIf ^ »oua nana a 
aevbfwdor Vsplca dar\ a (ME spUndun. fr. A F spimdar. fr. L spUn^ 
dor. it. spitndiM 1 a : great bngames* or luster : MiUJA*«CY 
b : s4ACNinCE.*CE.yOMr 2 : something splendid — apian ^ or ous 
alto aplcndroua s^(a-)n»\ adj 
spHirwdoiir \«dar\ c***/ly Mm «er ofVMSOOM. 
aple-oec-tc-my \spli* oek-taHnIN a. pi -m*— {ISV] ; swrgscal re-
moval of the solecn — aplo ooctomaad \ -^nud\ adl 
aplawiat^c \sp4f'act-ik. annate 'spleo-a-UtikX adj {LL nWritrmx, 
fr. L sole* spleen j 1 errhaar : gyvca to mdancho/y 2 
by bad temper, aulevolcnce. or spite ayn see HAJOtut -
natiea — spi»net«caUy \spb-*bcs«v^t(>.)le\ adw 
aplarwc Vsplcn-«k\ ad) fL sateiucus. fr. Ck spUmkas. fr. splin 
: of. relating to. or located m the spleen (-»» blood flow) 
apmnima \'splc*oe*as\ n. a/ -mi \-oe-A (NL. fr. L spimmm phuier. 
oompraaa. fr. Ck Sainton, ir. spiin\: a flat oblique maade oi each 
ssdc of the back of the neck 
aplono4noQ^4y \Apicn-o-*mcg->>lc\ a. pi 4ioa (ISV aWen- -*. Ck 
tor the SB mefoi-. mrrai large — more at MUCH) : enlargemen  i _ 
aplesxhan N'spluk-as, '»plu»k-\ a fScCecl sp i^ucoa 4t trCad 
spfiwcadft) Scot 4 Ins* : a pouch cap. for tobacco or money 
'colic* Vsplisy n aplieod; apliexng ( obv D spioant: akm to MD 
spuoen to split) 1 a : to unite Us two ropes) bv mtcrweavwig the 
strands b : to amtc (as span, ambers, or rails) by lapping two 
ends together or by applying a pMce that laps upon two cads and 
making fast 2 : to unite in marriage: MA*RY — epltoer a 
'spite* a 1 : a joining or jmat 
made by spliaag 2 : MAKEIACI. 
WIOWNC 
aolme VsplinX a (onpn unknown) 
1 : a thin wood or metal stnp 
used in building construction 2 
: a key that is rued to one of two 
connected mechamcal parts and 
fits into a kryw»y ta the other, oho: a krvway for such a key 
*§p4int \<iphnt\ or spfont \spkor\ a (ML fr. M L C spuafe. satmtt. 
akm to O H C spaiian to spht — more at t r tu j 1 : a small pUtr or 
stnp of metal used m making armor 2 a : a thm stnp of wood 
so4.ee 1 
throttle # thrumming 1208 
tfJiroftfe t (perh alter of E dial, mmnwJe (throat)! 1 o : TMROAT 
la b : TRACHEA 1 2 a : a valve for rcfulaung the supply of a 
fltad (a* steam) to an engine, op: the valve controlling the volume 
of vaponxad fuel charge delivered to the cylinders of aa internal* 
eomoustion encme b : the lever controlling this valve e : the 
condition of bang throttled — ot full throttle: at full spaad 
tfvot-tle«ab4e v'thrat-'l.a»bnl\ ad) : capable of haviag the thrust 
vaned —> uaad of a rocket engine 
throMle«r*c4d Vtbrai-V.bdidN m : a videos, strangling, or stultify-
M l control 
through \(*hhni\ prep fME thurh. thru*, throufh. h. OE thurh: 
Ohio to O H C durh through. L tmm across, beyond. Sat uvmu he 
over) 1 o ( I ) — wed as a hioctioe word to indicate 
nt into at one side or pont and out at another and csp. the 
opposite side of (drove a nail — the board) (a path -** the woods) 
(1 ) : by way of (left ~ the door) (3) — used as a function word to 
sttdaaatc passage from one and or boundary to another <a highway 
— the forest) <a road -*» the deacrt) ( 4 ) : PAST (draw. — s red 
bght) b — used as a function word to tndtcote passage into and 
out of a treatment, handling, or proosms (the matter has already 
passed — his hands) 2 — used as a hiacoon word to indicate 
sniant agency, or intermediacy: as a : by means of : by the 
agency of b : because of (failed — ignorance) e : by common 
dcaotnt from or relationship with (rcuuad —' tbor grandfather) 3 
a : over the whole surface or extent oi (homes scattered — the 
valley) b — used as a function word to mdicaie movemeat within 
spenae (flew — the air) c — used as a function word to 
: a street oa which the through i nt of 
indicate exposure to a specified set of conditions (put her — hdl) 
4 «— used as a function word to indicate a period of l i n e as a 
: during the enure period of (ail — her life) h : from the begin-
ning to the end of (the tower stood — the earthquake) e : to and 
including (Monday — Fnday) f a — used as a function word to 
sadacatc completion or exhaustion (got — the book) (went — a 
fortune ia a year) b — used as a function word to indicate accep-
tance or approval cap. by an offuaaJ body ( f ot the bill — the legis-
lature) »yn see BY 
' through Vthruy ad» 1 : from one cad or side to the other 2 a 
: from beginning to end b : tc completion, conclusion, or irrnm 
pbsbment (see it —) 3 : to tae core : C D M * U T I L Y 4 : into the 
OCMB: OCT ( b r e a k s ) 
•through Vihru\ edr 1 a : extending from one surface to an* 
other <a — morose) b : admitting free or continuous passage 
: osaxCT (a -*» road) 2 a (1) : gouig from point of origin to 
desunauon without change or reshipmeni (a — tram) ( 2 ) : of or 
raUaag to such movement (a — ticket) b : initiated at and dea-
tsned for pouits outside a local tone (— traffic) 3 a : arrived at 
completion or accomplishment Che is — with the job) b 
: WAjMfXM/r. FINISHED (you're — — that was your last chance) 
through and through a c t : tn every way: THOROUGHLY 
through com poeco Vihru-kam-'poxdN mi) (trans, of C durehkmm 
auwamj a / e song : having new mussc provided for each staaa — 
compare srmorHtC 
throuph-ctrwr or throogrwoth*r Vtbru4a»)ift»r\ a*> (»rhrouf" + 
atnerfenie/ly Scot: m confusion : moujncuocUY 
thrwugh-rf \*ihru«W\ adv. archatc: in a thorough manner 
Hhrougft-out vt£rw»'aut\ ad* 1 : IO or to every part : freer. 
WMJDU (of one color - * ) 2 : during the whole ume or actaoa 
: from beginning to end (remained loyal —) 
'throughout prep 1 : ail the way from one end to the other of: in 
or to every pan of (aties — the United States) 2 : dunog the 
whose course or period of (troubled nun — ha life) 
throughout \*ihru-,put\ n : oUTrVT. raooucnow (the — of a com-
puter) 
through street * 
traffic ss given prefe 
througrwwey vero/THRUWAY 
throve next o/THRIVE 
•throw Vthro\ vb throw VthrSV thrown \*thron\: throwing 
fME throw**, throw** to cause to twnt. throw. U. OE throwmn to 
cause to twist or turn: akin to O H C drar* to turn. L umr to rah. 
Ck ssvraiaein to bore, pierce! *f 1 a : to propd through the air 
by a forward motion of the hand and arm <— s basebau) b : to 
KopeJ through the air m any manner (a nfle that can — a bullet t auks) 2 a : to cause to fail (threw an opponent) b : to 
cause to fall off : UNSEAT (the horse threw has nder) c : to get the 
better of : OVERCOME (the problem didn't «** her) 3 a : to fling 
(oneself) proapttatcty (.threw htmseif down on the sofa) b : to 
drive or impel violently : DASH (the smp was thrown on a raef) 4 
• ( 1 ) : to put in a particular position or condition (2): to put on 
ar off hastily or carecsalv (threw on a coat) b : to bnng to bear 
: rxtXT (threw all his influence into the boy's defense) c : buu>. 
zyrmucT (threw a pontoon bndge over the n^rr> 6 : to form or 
ihapc oa a potter's wbed 6 : to deliver (a blow) in or as if m 
warns 7 : to twist two or more filaments of into a thread or yarn 
I : to nuke a cast of (dice or a specified number on dice) t : to 
!»ve up : ABANOO* 10 : to send forth : PROJECT (the setting sun 
hrrw lent shadows) 11 : to make (oneself) dependent: commit 
oneself) Tor help, support, or protection (threw himself on the 
icrcy of the court) 12 : to give oncadf up to unrestrainedly 
give way to (ihnrw a temper tantrum) 1 3 : to bnng forth: rao> 
it'CI <*—« « food crop) (threw Urge litters) 1 4 : to lose mtenuon-
lly <— a game) 16 : to move (a lever) so as to connect or discon-
act pans of a dutch or switch: aLto : to make or break (a 
smnection) with a lever 16 : to five by way of entertainment (—» 
party) -» w: CAST, HURL — thrower \*thro(«air\ a 
i v n THRO* . CAST. TOSS. FUNG. HURL. fTTCM. S U M i thaeed meaning 
Hement: to cause to move swiftly through space by a propulsive 
novrment or a propelling force 
»throw ono'c weight around or throw one s weight about 
to exercise influence or authority csp to an excessive degree or tn 
i objectionable manner — throw together \ ; to put totcther 
a burned and usu careless manner va bookshdf hastily tnrow* 
jether) 2 : to bnng into casual astooatioo (different kinds of 
opic arc thrown toftttrr — Richard Sennet!) 
' throw a 1 a : an act of throwing, hurhng. or funging b (1) 
: an act of throwing dice (2 ) : the number thrown witn a cavt of 
dice c : a method of throwing an opponent sa wrestling or judu 
2 : the distance a missile may be thrown (lived within a stone % -. 
from school) 3 : an undertaking involving chance or danger 
: RISK. vEyruac 4 : the amount of vertical displacement produced 
by a geolopcal fault 6 a : the extreme movement given to * 
pivoted or reciprocating piece by a cam. crank, or eccentric 
: sraoftC b : the leagtn of the radius of a crank or the virtual 
crank radius of aa eccentric or cam 6 a : a bght coverlet (as lor 
a bad) b : a woman's scarf or bght wrap ? : aa object or ladi-
vidua! regarded as a distinct member of a bad or daas : CMT 
(copies are to be sold at SS a ^- --Harvey Brot> 
' t h r o w * w a y \*thr6-*>,wa\ n 1 : a free handbUl or circular 2 : a 
line of dialogue (as in a play) de-emphauxed by casual delivery 
* t h r o w * way Vbr6»»-,wa\ ad; 1 : designed to be thrown a»«« 
: otSKXAtUE <-- containers) 2 : written or spokca (as m a pia*'» 
in a low-key or unemphasued manner (<*» lines) 
throw away \ tthr6->'wa\ « 1 a : to go nd of as worthless or 
tmnccctaary b: Otscatolb 2 o : to use m a fooltth or wastefu* 
manner : SQUAKDCI b : to fail to take advantage of : *4STZ 3 
: to make (as a uac in a play) unempoatic by casual delivery 
throw-back \*thr6»(bak\ a 1 a : reversion to aa earner type or 
phase : ATAVISM b : an nuunce or product of atamtsc rwcruoa 
2 : nASMaACK 
throw back V(*hhr6-abak\ vr 1 : to delay the progress or advance 
of : CHECK 2 : to cause to rely : make dependent (won't let the 
publishers have paper to pr int . . . textbooax, so everybody n 
thrown beck upon t h e . . . library — S. P. B. Man) 3 : urutCT — 
vi: to revert to an earlier type or phase 
throw down *t 1 : to cause to fail: ovctTtftow 2 : r i c a r t u u 
3 : to cast off: DISCARD 
throw-in Vthr6».in\ a : an act or instance of throwing a ball in a* 
a : a throw made from the touchline in soccer to put the ball back 
in play after it has gone into touch b : a throw made by an out> 
fielder to the infield in baseball c : a throw made from outside tbr 
boundaries in basketball to put the ball back in play after it aa» 
gone out of bounds 
throw in XOthro-HnV vt 1 : to add as a gratuity or supplement 2 
: to introduce or interMct m the course of somctmeg: COMTKiacri 
(they throw m some.. . sound effect* on several sonp —Tom 
Phillips) 3 : DtSTBJBLTtJb 4 a : to cause (as gears) to mesh s 
: ENGAGE (throw m the clutch) — v* : to enter sato association or 
partnership : JOIN (agrees to throw m with a crooked ex-cop — 
News week) — throw in the eponge or throw m the t o w e l : to 
abandon a struggle or contest 
throw off vt 1 a : to free oneself from : 
acknowledge defeat: give up 
i : get nd of (tnrow a/7 h» 
political masters and sun a revolution — t . P. Whitney) b : to 
cast off often in a burned or vigorous manner: AAAMDON (threw • / / 
all restraint) e : OivtiT. DtsTJUCT (dogs throw* a/7 by a false 
scent) 2 : to five off: gj*tf (stacks ranywiJifo/j'pleases of smote) 
3 : to produce in aa offhand manner : execute with spaed or laoi-
ICY (some Utile . • • tunc that the composer had I V M off —James 
Hilton) 4 a : to cause to depart from aa expected or desired 
course (mistakes threw hn calculations off a bit) b : to cause tn 
make a mistake : MISIXAO «*» m 1 : to bepo boating 2 : in 
make derogatory comments 
throw out vOthro-'autV « 1 a : to remove from a place, office. 
or employment usu. sa a sudden or unexpected manner b : to get 
nd of as worthless or unnecessary 2 : to five expression to : i t 
TUt (Uinrw owl a remark.. . that utterly confounded hen —-low 
Stafford) 3 : to dismiss from acceptance or consideration : at 
ICCT (a coerced confession . . . is sure to be throw* m»t -—Chart©, 
Ofdfathcr) 4 to make visible or manifest: DISTVAT (the ofnal »a> 
thrown our for t h e . . . fieri to prepare for action -^Archibald Dun-
can) 6 : to leave behind : OCTOCTANCt 6 : to give forth from 
within: CMfT 7 a : to send out b: to cause to project: uro>0 
6 : CONFUSE DISCONCERT (automobiles in line Mocamg the road 
threw the whole schedule our . . F. D. Roosevelt) t : to cause to 
stand out: make prominent 10 : to make a throw that enable* • 
teammate to put out (a base runner) 11 : DISCNGAGC (tnnr* •» ' 
the dutch) 
throw over vr 1 : to forsake despite bonds of attachment or dut> 
2 : to refuse to accept: REJECT 
throw rug n : SCATTER RUG 
throw-eter \*thro»star\ n : one who throws textile filaments 
throw up vr 1 : to raise Quickly 2 : to give ap : Ot I T 'tbr 
urge . . . to throw up all intellectual work -—Norman Maiier' 9 
: to build hurriedly (new houses thrown up almost overntgn:: * 
: VOMIT 6 : to bnng forth : FROOWCE (science . . . wilt continue to 
throw up discoveries *hich threaten . . . society — Timet Lu- Sue: 
6 : to make distinct csp. by contrast : cause to stand out 7 : tc 
mention repeatedly by way of reproach «•• n : VOMIT —»throw u9 
one s hands : to admit defeat (in the end thrown up ha *e*d* *» 
despair —Frank Conroy) 
thru varor*TMROCGM 
'thrum YthromV a {ME. fr OE 'thnsm (in tuitftikrum ligament of 
the tongue): akin to OHO drum fragment. L termmus boundarv 
end — more at TERN) 1 a ( I ) : a fnnge of warp thread* left nr 
the loom after the cloth has barn removed (2 ) : one of the* « * T 
threads b : a tuft or short piece of rope yarn used m ttirummmf 
canvas — usu. used in pi. c : an. FARTICU 2 : a hair, finer c 
threadlike leaf on a plant; euo : a tuft or fnnge of such sinvsurr* 
— thrum mdf 
1 thrum vt thrummed: thrum-ming 1 : to furnish with thrjr-> 
i ntiHGt 2 : to insert short DMCCS of rope yam or spun tarn »r. ' 
piece of canvas 1 to make a rough surface or a mai which car. c* 
wrapped about ngpnt to prevent charing 
>thr\jm «• thrummed: thrum-ming (mm.] «t 1 : to nlav or r,v*-'* 
a stnnged instrument idly : H R L U 2 : to sound with a **€**<*** 
nous hum * • vr 1 : to play (as a wanted instrument»m an »J1* °' 
rclaaed manner 2 : to recite tircsomcly or monotonously 
*thrum a : the monotonous sound of thrumming 
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fact, I did this fact and without exception that's the answer 
I got. I would assert that the dictionary, the second defini-
tion, is not the plain seaning. 
The other point that I'd like to make is it's not 
important what I think about this or the power I have, what 
this is is the jailer's unbridled discretion, what to charge, 
what to be a statute—or what to be an offense, when it should 
be an offense. That is the exact purpose of the vagueness 
doctrine. I am not arguing (inaudible), I don't say that Nick 
has a First Amendment right to spit on someone—which he 
denies. I am just saying that he has—I'm just saying that 
this gives the jail personnel too much power. 
TEE COURT: Well, thank you. I enjoyed reading both 
of your memorandums and I enjoyed the arguments, I enjoyed 
them being brief. 
In regards to some of the arguments you make, 
Ms. Kreeck-Mendez, starting with the notice argument, the law 
is well-settled that one does not have to be aware or have 
notice of a statute in order for the law to apply. Ignorance 
of the law is no defense. So the fact that now the jail has 
put up notice shows that it's probably a good policy decision 
and good to warn the inmates. But, really, that has no bear-
ing on whether one can be guilty of committing a crime or not 
guilty of committing a crime. So I don't find that notice is 
a controlling issue in here. 
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In regards to objects, I think that the statute 
really does allow it to be almost any object. In interpreta-
tion of the statute, the statute says fecal matter—let me 
see, it says "throws fecal material or any other substance or 
object." I don't think that that has to refer back to fecal 
material. I think it's very plain that what they're saying is 
anybody that throws anything at a jailer can be guilty of a 
Class A misdemeanor. And, of course, taken to its absurdity 
we can use your examples. But, of course, that's a defense 
and that's used in the discretion of those who charge the 
crime. 
Obviously, any crime or any criminal statute allows 
some discretion to peace officers. Assault statutes, battery 
statutes, speeding, you name it, they all allow some discre-
tion to peace officers as when to charge it and when not to 
charge it. Everything requires an intent so obviously some 
throwing of this would have to be done in a malicious or 
intentional or criminal matter—in a criminal manner or with 
criminal thought. 
In regards to the word "throw," I'm afraid, 
Mr. Parker, I have to disagree with you a little bit there. I 
think we have to look at the plain meaning of a statute. I 
don't think that there's anybody who would interpret the word 
"throw" to mean spitting. I think if the legislature meant 
for spitting to be covered, they could have said throw or 
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propel or some other word to clarify what was meant. I think 
that the only thing that this Court can do is look at the 
plain meaning of a statute. And I looked at Webster's and I 
looked at Black's Law Dictionary also, and I looked at all 
those dictionaries and somewhere down at the bottom they did 
have throw means to propel, it means to—they used the example 
of the weapon in Webster's, a gun that shoots is throwing a 
bullet through the sky. Except I don't think anybody on the 
street or anywhere else in the plain meaning of the word throw 
would ever think that it meant anything else other than to use 
your arm to propel something at an individual. 
I think that the legislature could have been more 
clear in what they wanted. And I understand what they're 
doing here, I understand it was the fecal material, the other 
material, urine, waste—I understand that they are trying to 
prevent and there's no reason that jailers or anybody else 
should be subjected to that kind of activity inside of a jail. 
And it happens regularly. And I understand it to be a Class A 
misdemeanor. 
Also, the present concern we have with Aids and other 
diseases that can be spread through bodily fluids, I truly 
think that correctional officers deserve to be protected and I 
think that it should be a crime for individuals to throw 
bodily fluids or other objects at them, if not even a more 
serious crime than a Class A misdemeanor. I'm not even sure a 
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Class A misdemeanor in some instances is enough. But vhen 
this Court looks at the plain meaning of the statute, I can 
only interpret and think that anybody out on the street would 
interpret that statute when it says "throw" means to propel 
with your arm. And I think the legislature had an opportunity 
to be more specific or even more general. They could have 
said throw er propel or to spit—could have been included in 
there. 
But based on that this Court is not going to find the 
statute void for vagueness. I don't think the statute is void 
for vagueness. I think in this particular case it might be 
inapplicable or unconstitutional as applied to this particular 
set of facts. But in no way does the Court think that the 
statute is unconstitutional and should be thrown out. I am 
not making that ruling. I think it's a constitutional 
statute. I think that based on as this case is charged, the 
statute is inapplicable as to what Mr. Paul is alleged to have 
done. 
Now, I don't know where that leaves the State. I 
assume it leaves you out of the water with nothing to go on 
tomorrow, unless you can think of some other crime to charge 
Mr. Paul with. 
MR. PARKER: Well, I think that's probably correct. 
I understand this is a motion to dismiss by the defense. Is 
the Court going to grant that motion, then? 
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